


The AGON A23 was designed to be primarily a 
sports boat with great capabilities as both a ski-
boat and a wakeboarding tow-boat. At speed the 
resulting wake it flat and smooth able to please 
any skier. While at lower speeds the wake it huge 
enough to get any avid wake boarder excited.

Although mainly a sports boat, the AGON A23
serves a dual purpose as a leisure boat. With an 
enlarged bow area, capable of seating six adults 
in total comfort, the other side of the AGON 
A23’s personality comes to the fore when you 
throw out the anchor somewhere on the water, 
around sunset, to enjoy the company of good 
friends and family. A great way to round of a day 
of sun and fun filled action.

Designed by renowned Spanish naval architects, 
Barcelona Yacht Design, the AGON A23 
represents cutting edge design aimed at the 
more discerning leisure boating enthusiast. Its 
unique styling will leave most impressed, but no 
one indifferent.

It matters not that you are a tuxedo-wearing, 
martini-sipping secret agent, or a sun-and-fun-
seeking playboy rich kid, this gorgeous boat will 
make a statement as to your style and unique 
appreciation for the finer things in life.
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STANDARD FEATURES

Four Speakers DVD System
Sub-Woofer
Fresh Onboard Water Supply
Anchor
Sun Bed
Pop-Up Cleats 
Laminated Tinted Windows
200 litre Fuel Tank
Choice of V6 or V8 MerCruiser Engines
MerCruiser SMARTCRAFT
Multi-Functional SMARTCRAFT Digital Gauges
SMARTTOW Standard on all DTS Models
Contest Tower Standard on all DTS Models
Double Axle Braked Trailer
Four Alloy Wheels on Trailer

SAFETY FEATURES

Emergency Engine Kill Switch
Engine Fault Alarm & Digital Readout
Auto Bilge Pump
Engine Bay Blower Fans
Fire Extinguisher
Pre-Installed Buoyancy Aids
Deck Drainage System

MODEL ENGINE POWER DRIVE

A23 V6 Pace 4.3 V6 220 hp Alpha One
A23 V8 Pace 5.0 V8 260 hp Alpha One
A23 V8 Sport 5.7 V8 300 hp Bravo One
A23 V8 DTS Wakeboarder 5.7 V8 300 hp Bravo One
A23 V8 DTS Contest 5.7 V8 330 hp Bravo Three
A23 V8 DTS Parasailing 5.7 V8 300 hp Bravo One
A23 V8 DTS Contest Parasailing 5.7 V8 330 hp Bravo Three

OPTION LIST

Pop-up Bow LCD Screen
Rear LCD Screens (two screens)
Removable Bow Table
Personalised Graphics
Sport Tower (without Shade Cover)
Contest Tower (with Integrated Shade Cover)

A23 Pace & Sport

A23 DTS Parasailing  & DTS Contest Parasailing

A23 DTS Wakeboarder & DTS Contest

MODELS



V8 5.7 (350 MAG ECT) V8 5.0 (MPI ECT) V6 4.3 (MPI ECT)

Power 300HP or 330HP 260HP 220HP

Full throttle RPM 4800-5200 RPM 4600-5000 RPM 4400-4800

Cylinder Configuration V8 V8 V6

Displacement (L) 5.7 5.0 4.3

DTS (Digital Throttle Shift) Optional No No

ALL ENGINES

Alternator Amp 65 amp / 917 watt

Cooling Systems Raw water Thermostatically controlled

Water Drain Systems Single point manual drain (Alpha)
Three-point manual (Bravo)

Recommended Engine Oil Mercury MerCruiser Full-Synthetic 
20W-40W, NMMA FC-W rated

Recommended Fuel 87% octane / up to 10% ethanol

Engine Guardian System Yes

SMARTCRAFT Yes

Emissions Control Technology Yes

p o w e r e d  b y

V8

V6

ENGINE GUARDIAN SYSTEM

ENGINE GUARDIAN SYSTEM is a digital system that utilises sensors to gain 
information on the performance of various aspects of your engine and drive via 
SMARTCRAFT. It responds to information that indicates issues that could cause 
damage to your engine by sounding an alarm, giving a digital message readout 
on your SMARTCRAFT gauges and, if need be, by intervening through reducing 
power and engine revolutions. Some of the critical performance parameters 
monitored include:

High coolant temperature Knock control
Low drive lubricant Low oil pressure
Low water pressure Low voltage
Over-revving Over-heating
Fuel Delivery Systems

ENGINES







ALPHA ONE

The most popular stern drive in the world.
Single/twin applications up to 65 mph for petrol 
engines up to 300 hp
The Alpha One drive earned the title of "world's 
most popular stern drive" because it delivers 
reliable performance in a value package. reliable 
performance means more family fun year after year 
without missing a beat. Alpha One drives slice 
through the water with an efficient hydrodynamic 
profile producing very little drag. And, because of 
the Alpha drive's many maintenance-free features, 
you'll enjoy a worry free ownership experience.

BRAVO ONE

Great performance starts with heart.
Bravo! Single/twin/triple applications over 
100mph for petrol engines up to 600 hp
The Bravo One drive delivers superior performance 
with best-in-class shifting. Its exclusive performance 
torpedo design and dual water pickups allow for 
speeds topping the century mark, with exceptional 
handling at high and low speeds. A trim-limit switch 
sets your drive angle for maximum performance 
every time, and a greaseable drive coupler allows 
for quick and easy service without removing the 
drive unit.

BRAVO THREE

Efficient. Manoeuvrable. Unbeatable.
Single/twin applications up to 65mph for petrol 
engines up to 525 hp
The twin-prop design says it all. Whether in a single-
unit or twin-unit application, the Bravo Three is an 
efficient drive built without compromise. Perhaps 
it's the best-in-class shifting or its counter-rotating 
propeller design - enabling agile handling in reverse 
for precision manoeuvrability. And the greaseable 
gimbal bearing makes for an easy ownership 
experience-allowing for service without removing 
the drive unit. The Bravo Three X drive, standard on 
big block 8.2L high-output engines, is a super 
strength drive with high performance attributes.

DRIVES



SMARCRAFT

More Boating, Less Work

It's been the goal of the 
Mercury SMARTCRAFT team 
from day one - to make 
boating more enjoyable 
through the use of boater-
friendly technologies. 
SMARTCRAFT technology 
enables engine components 
to gather and share 
information with each other 
and you, integrating this 
digital information to make 
monitoring your vessel, its 
engine and external 
conditions an easy, intuitive 
process.

With SMARTCRAFT digital 
gauges you are informed of all 
aspects of the performance of 
your engine and boat. With 
the pop-up function any 
relevant or critical information 
is immediately put on display 
at the moment it is needed.

DTS (Digital Throttle Shift)

Digital versus Mechanical

Mechanical controls use a 
cable that connects the 
controls to the engine.

Digital controls make use of 
sensors and wires to transmit 
the signal from the controls to 
the engine’s computer. The 
computer then controls 
actuators on the engine and 
drive to select gears and 
control power as commanded. 
Only one harness is required as 
opposed to two or more in 
addition to cables.

All of today’s sophisticated 
engines use DTS (Digital 
Throttle & Shift )

SMARTTOW

Perfect for Wakeboarding

SMARTTOW, available on boats fitted with 
DTS (Digital Throttle Shift), is the latest 
SMARTCRAFT advancement in tow sport 
technology. It combines an rpm-based Cruise 
Control for consistent speed with Mercury's 
exclusive Launch Control, which determines 
the intensity you want out of the water. Forget 
about the daunting challenge of manually 
maintaining speed or attempting to estimate 
the weight of your boat plus crew; simply 
select from five Launch Control profiles for pull 
intensity, enter your rpm endpoint, and 
SMARTTOW takes care of the rest.

Perfect for consistently predictable pull outs 
for wakeboarding. No more guising what the 
pilot will do when he puts on the power to pull 
you out of the water. The boat takes care of all 
of that for you.

CONTROLS







OUR VERY OWN VERY UNIQUE HULL DESIGN

At first glance our boats are breathtakingly beautiful, but on closer
inspection it is clear that besides their good looks, there must be something
more intrinsic to their unique appearance and designs.

It is true. From the onset we aimed at, not only creating something pleasing
to the eye, but also to develop and incorporate cutting edge technical
features not seen in this class of boats before. Four new technical designs
have been incorporated into our hulls as static features that deliver real
performance, ride and handling results when you are taking the wheel or
tangible pleasure when you are behind the boat skiing or wakeboarding.

Are you intrigued? Well let us impress you a bit more. Continue reading
about our four new and very unique design features.

UPRIGHT BOW

The visual impact of an AGON A23 approaching you on the
water is undeniable. No one will ever doubt for a second that
you are crossing the waters in something different. It is in no
small part due to the sharp upright bow design. Besides looking
great, there is also an important technical reason for our design.

The usual approach, by run of the mill boat builders, is to design
a hull that flows from somewhere in the middle of the hull
smoothly up to the tip of the bow in an arched shape. While this
design works well enough in smooth waters, it certainly can’t
deal effectively with any undulations or swells on the waterways
without your boat starting to bounce around and porpoise all
over the show as it tries to deal with and pass over rough
waters. It certainly is not a pleasant experience for your family
and friends who you are trying to impress with the amazing
performance of your boat.

An AGON A23’s upright bow, on the other hand, attacks rough
waters head-on, cutting deep into the water, cleaving its way
through any undulation like a hot knife through butter. The
result is a much smoother ride experience on the deck for
occupants, who will feel as though they are truly flying over the
water. What a great impression to leave your family and friends
with, of a ride as smooth as a flying carpet, the stuff of dreams.

TECHNICAL GENIUS



INCREASED HULL TO WATER CONTACT 

Our 23ft hull has the same contact surface with the
water when cruising as a 26ft boat would have.

A boat with a longer hull provides a much smoother
ride and comfort than a boat with a short hull.
The longer the distance of the hull’s contact with the
water over the keel, the better the hull can smooth
out undulations and swells over the water by
absorbing the bumps and thumps across a bigger
surface over the length of the boat.

We have endowed our boat with the same hull to
water contact length over the keel that you would
have on a boat of 26ft long.

In combination with our upright bow design, it
creates a much smoother ride than you would find on
any other boat in its size and class.

WIDENED STERN

Our stern is wide, wider than usual. It is
this feature that gives our boats
immense stability at any speed, from
idle to full steam ahead.

No better evidence of this is the fact
that you can easily throw the boat
around into full tilt at top speed
without a hint of instability. The boat
simply leans its hull into the turn, digs
its heels in deep at the stern on the
inside of the turn, and takes the corner
as if cornering on rails.

It all adds up to predictable and safe
handling. All you need to do is hang
onto your seat, and enjoy the power,
handling and ride.

DUAL PURPOSE HULL

Why compromise or choose between a
wakeboarding boat or a skiing boat when you
want and can have both in one, and all this
without the added complications and weight
of a ballast system?

We were adamant that we wanted to create a
hull that not only gave the smoothest of
rides for family and friends, best handling
and performance for the captain’s ultimate
pleasure, but also had the dual purpose and
ability to please skiers and wake boarders
alike.

To achieve our goal we have employed the
WAVE FOLD OVER PRINCIPLE and created
our WINGED STERN DESIGN.

WAVE FOLD OVER PRINCIPLE

To create a sporting wakeboard wave in the
wake of your boat, you need a smart hull
design that creates a deep fast moving
depression in the water, causing the water
behind the depression to rapidly fold over
into the depression. We call this the
WAVE FOLD OVER PRINCIPLE.

TECHNICAL GENIUS
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WINGED STERN DESIGN

The real genius of our naval architects and
designers is most perfectly expressed in the
design of the stern of our hull.

To make use of the WAVE FOLD OVER
PRINCIPLE in a unique and ingenious way, we
have come up with a hull design that is quite
different from other hull designs in its class.
The solution is so simple and so effective in its
working, that has to be considered a thing of
beauty.

We have added two fixed winged extensions to
both sides of the stern of our boats, which
creates a spread out U-shaped recessed
section to the stern. We call this arrangement
our WINGED STERN DESIGN.

By placing the stern drive within the recess,
and trimming up, we are able to create a
depression in the flow of the water under the
hull on the outer winged sections of the stern.
In doing this, while the boat is under power
and moving, we are able to employ the WAVE
FOLD OVER PRINCIPLE, in that the winged
stern sections create a deep depression in the

water, causing the water flowing from the
middle or keel of the hull to fold over into the
depression. The higher the trim level on the
stern drive, the deeper the stern wings are
pushed into the water and the higher the wave
in our wake. The effect is a massive wake that
can please even the most avid of wake
boarders.

The further genius of our unique hull design is
that there is no need to include a ballast
system. We have figured out that using the
trim function of the stern drive and the stern
wings to create the wave, also means that the
stern of the boat is pushed deeper into the
water under the power of the engine,
simulating the effect of ballast tanks and
therefore eliminating the need for the tanks.

Now that you have an excellent wakeboarding
boat, we will give you another boat to go with
it, all-in-one, a stunning skiing boat.

Skiing requires higher speeds and smooth flat
wakes. The WINGED STERN DESIGN is
wonderful for wakeboarding when depressed
into the wake, but will not give a smooth wake

needed for skiing. Simply by trimming the
stern drive down the bow drops and the stern
wings lift out of the water and out of the way.

In this instance the engine, that has been
moved forward to create the stern wings,
transfers its weight forward, moving the
centre of gravity towards the front of the boat.
Now, any good skier will know that a long
smooth hull with a forward centre of gravity
gives a brilliant flat wake for skiing.

With our forward placed stern drive for
improved centre of gravity, smooth hull with
an INCREASED HULL TO WATER CONTACT,
and WIDENED STERN we are able to create the
perfect wake to please the best of skiers.

It is this ingenious invention, our WINGED
STERN DESIGN that allows us to produce
boats that have stunning capabilities as both
wakeboarding boats and skiing boats.

Our DUAL PURPOSE HULL design makes our
boats so much more special than anything else
out there today.

TECHNICAL GENIUS





COLOUR & CUSTOM OPTIONS

Think of your A23 as a blank canvas.

You can choose any colour for your A23.
The sky’s the limit. If you’ve seen a colour
anywhere, any place, that you just have
to have your A23 in, bring us a sample of
the colour or tell us where you came
across it and we will make sure that the
flanks of your A23 matches your desired
colour.

Should you wish to have special artwork
done such as airbrushed art by your
favourite artist, we will be pleased to
have the artwork commissioned and
executed to your likening.

Interior colours and even patterns for
your upholstery are nearly as varied in
choices, but are dependant on availability
of materials and the colours such
materials are available in.

We will also accommodate any other
special requests insofar as it is technical
feasible.

CUSTOMISATION











Phone Numbers & e-mail Address

e-mail: info@agonmarine.com

Phone: +27 (0) 21 836 8843

Mobile: +27 (0) 84 667 4466

Fax: +27 (0) 86 516 4620

Postal Address Physical Address

PO Box 4521
Old Oak

7537
Western Cape

Republic of South Africa

Unit 42 Silver Park
Silver Road
Brackenfell Industrial
Cape Town
7560
Western Cape
Republic of South Africa
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